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Braeden: For five agonizing years now, I’ve tried to push the lush, far-too-sweet woman out of my life, and my dreams. She’s a human, which makes her a danger to all the shifters in Night
Falls. She’s also untouched, which makes her a danger to what little restraint I possess around her with each passing day. But seeing as how she’s my little sister’s best friend, avoiding her
hasn’t been easy. And now that there’s a shooter targeting the pack, the only way I can keep Paisley safe is to keep her close. As if that weren’t impossible enough, the pack alpha goes and
makes a decree. For her protection, Paisley needs to be mated to someone in the pack by the end of the month. Damn it all to hell. Paisley: I’m pretty sure the man hates me. To Braeden,
I’ve always been the human he wished his sister would stop being friends with—literally a different species from him, being that he and his sister are wolf-shifters and all. After years watching
him blatantly keep his distance, no one is more shocked than I am over his reaction when the shooter that’s after the pack takes aim at me. Previously published as Comes Now the Wicked
Woodsman (c) 2016—same yummy shifter story, just with minor edits throughout and a fresh title/cover. PROTECTED BY THE PACK (MC shifters) Book 1: Harboring His Mate (Taron & Onyx)
Book 2: Resisting His Mate (Braeden & Paisley) Book 3: Enticing His Mate (Joshua & Clover) keywords: shifter romance, PNR romance, sexy small town, steamy PNR, alpha shifter, alpha
MC, BBW, curvy girl romance, curvy woman romance, new adult PNR, paranormal suspense, alpha hero, MC romance
A shifter novella by USA Today bestselling author Autumn Jones Lake Onyx Knight has yearned to leave her tiny hometown behind for years. With her parents’ support she attends the local
university where she has developed a not-so-innocent crush on her Medieval History professor, Cole Radcliff. A family tragedy thrusts Onyx into a secret world she never knew existed and
she discovers something about herself she could never have imagined. Family friends promise to help Onyx through this transition, but they demand certain things in return. Things she
can't—and will not—give. When it becomes clear they are willing to get what they want from her by force, Onyx goes on the run. Cole Radcliff has his own secrets. When he finds Onyx in need
of help, he takes her in, against his better judgment. He plans to keep her safe, but how can he keep her safe if he can’t even protect her from himself? Onyx Night is a 22,000-word novella
featuring a virgin heroine, a sexy professor, and some sweet shifter-loving. *Onyx Night was previously published with Breathless Press. It has since been slightly revised and expanded.
TOPICS: student teacher romance, shifter romance, paranormal, cat shifter, werecats, wizards, warlocks, virgin romance, novella
Book Two of the bestselling Lux series Being connected to Daemon Black sucks... Thanks to his alien mojo, Daemon's determined to prove what he feels for me is more than a product of our
bizarro connection. So I've sworn him off, even though he's running more hot than cold these days. But we've got bigger problems. Something worse than the Arum has come to town... The
Department of Defense is here. If they ever find out what Daemon can do and that we're linked, I'm a goner. So is he. And there's this new boy in school who's got a secret of his own. He
knows what's happened to me and he can help, but to do so, I have to lie to Daemon and stay away from him. Like that's possible. Against all common sense, I'm falling for Daemon. Hard. But
then everything changes... I've seen someone who shouldn't be alive. And I have to tell Daemon, even though I know he's never going to stop searching until he gets the truth. What happened
to his brother? Who betrayed him? And what does the DOD want from them—from me? No one is who they seem. And not everyone will survive the lies... Read the entire bestselling series!
#1: Obsidian (from Katy's point of view) #2: Onyx (from Katy's point of view) #3: Opal (from Katy's point of view) #4: Origin #5: Opposition Oblivion (Books 1-3 from Daemon's point of view)
CAN BE READ FIRST OR AFTER KATY'S POV! Prequel: Shadows (Dawson's story)
The Mission: Secure Wyatt Flint’s cooperation and collect a series of specialized magical objects. Who is Wyatt Flint? Not covered in debrief. Cooperation in what? Not covered in debrief.
Purpose of objects? Not covered in debrief. Obscure directives are just another day at the office for Section X agent Jesse Talon. She’s used to it. As long as she’s got a strong drink and her
magic gun Sweetcheeks, she’s got this. Sure, Wyatt isn’t cooperating, despite her resorting to seduction techniques. Sure, she’s got some other issues, like trying to win a gun fight in a tight,
sequined dress, or her partner trying to gamble away the magic crystals they need, or the rogue British agent who’s got it out for all of them Or—oh, yeah—the fact that the apocalypse might
have started. But definitely, she’s, um, got this. Topics: free, freebie, fantasy freebie, urban fantasy, shifters, dragons, fairy tales, legends, magic, fantasy romance, witch, witches, witch
fantasy, contemporary fantasy, shapeshifter, dragon romance, dragon urban fantasy, supernatural mystery, paranormal, paranormal romance, urban fantasy series, love, free first in series,
free paranormal, free urban fantasy, free romance, gothic, dark fantasy, new adult, alpha, anti-hero, strong female lead, kickass female, kickass woman, badass woman, mystery, murder
mystery, paranormal mystery, witch mystery, dragon mystery, gargoyles, lgbt
An original full-length novel set in the Halo universe and based on the New York Times bestselling video game series! Molly Patel was only seven-years-old when the alien alliance known as
the Covenant destroyed her homeworld and killed her family. As one of the few to escape the glassing of Paris IV, and despite the United Nations Space Command winning the war on behalf
of humanity, Molly never forgot how much she had lost. Nine years later, when her adoptive parents—research scientists specializing in ancient Forerunner technology—are called to the
mysterious and wondrous place known as Onyx, Molly vehemently objects. It’s not so much that Molly’s concerned about relocating to inside a spherical construct the diameter of an entire
solar system, but the fact that she also has to live alongside members of the same alien species that murdered her family. And when the Servants of the Abiding Truth—a violent ex-Covenant
sect under the guidance of the notorious Pale Blade—somehow makes its way inside this supposedly impregnable sphere, Molly is now forced to consider if she and her new parents have
made a terrible and fatal mistake in coming here....
Sylvia Onyx, was never really adventurous, but the second she lost her world this all changed. She would have never imagined, that the smallest changes in time, would have the greatest
effects on the future. In an attempt to repair the timeline, she ventures to new worlds, eliminating enemies, and making friends along the way; all the while gambling with their lives in her quest
to return home. A classic adventure, with unexpected twists and turns that lead to an ending that not even Sylvia was able to Comprehend!
In the Campanile Apartment building in the heart of Manhattan, wealthy resident Sir Herbert Binney has been found dead in the lobby. The only clue to the crime is a mysterious scrawled note
in his hand, which states that ‘women did it’. But which women? With his sizeable fortune at stake, there are plenty of suspects in this thrilling Fleming Stone mystery novel by prolific author
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Carolyn Wells. Carolyn Wells (1862-1942) was a prolific American novelist and poet, best known for her children’s literature, mystery novels and humorous verse. Following school in New
Jersey, Wells worked as a librarian, where she developed her love of reading. It was during 1896 that Wells' first book ‘At the Sign of the Sphinx’ was published. From 1900 she dedicated
herself to her literary career, writing over 170 novels in total across a range of genres. Some of her most loved works include the ‘Patty Fairfield’ and ‘Marjorie Maynard’ series for girls, as
well as the ‘Fleming Stone’ mystery series for adults. Wells is also well-known for her humorous nonsense verse, and was a frequent contributor of verse to magazines. She published an
autobiography ‘The Rest of my Life’ in 1937. Wells died in New York City in 1942.

In this fourth thriller in the Pseudoverse Series novels, we take you into an ancient time and new direction. Caught between the past and the present, a young archaeologist is
thrust forward into the future as a pawn in a twisted game hosted by the corrupt, the greedy, and the underworld. In this fourth novel in our Pseudoverse, the year is 2049, twentyseven years before Cobalt. Who was the very first Pseudosynth? A detective working a case of murders become a casualty of Ray Nelson's early work as we follow her and her
partner through the wasteland of lies, cover-ups, and mummified remains. This thrilling and mysterious follow-up to Emerald will have you on the edge of your seat as we unveil
who was 'the first genetically engineered conscious being' in this tale of Egyptian lore turned painfully bloody, and cubed.
The Onyx Talisman, Book #3 of the bestselling Talisman Series. "Alora looked back and the corner of her lip turned up. "It's always darkest before the dawn, Julia. Good luck."
Her words sent chills up my spine as she vanished. Unrest stirs deep in Scotts Valley. Filled with uncertainty, Julia anxiously awaits Nicholas' return. Phil, hurt and unsure of his
place as a sober vampire, holds the pieces of Julia's fragile psyche together, secretly hoping Nicholas stays away forever. Scarlett bides her time, plotting for the perfect moment
to prove herself and earn redemption. But somewhere in L.A., Alora conspires to reclaim her talisman and strip Julia of everything she holds dear. Little do they know, a war is
coming and more than one vampire would like to see the Prince of Vampires overthrown. As more and more vampires show up from nowhere, addicted to her scent, Julia must
pick her allies carefully before it's too late. Can Julia bargain with fate? When the time comes, will she even have a choice? ** Join my email list to find out about new releases,
contests, and much more at brendapandos.com or email me at brendapandos@gmail.com ** Genre: Young Adult Paranormal Romance
Set in the thirteenth century, The Onyx King follows the story of Agymah, the despised and rejected son of a concubine. Owing to the persistence of his mother, though, King
Abbuci eventually agrees to send Agymah to the prestigious University of Cambridge. There, The Forgotten Son vows to acquire all of the knowledge and resources he can
before returning to liberate his oppressed countrymen, the Fabuciin tribe. Unbeknownst to Agymah, however, a dark power has already plotted the course of his destiny. Forced
into a slave trade, Agymah soon finds himself at the mercy of the beautiful and mysterious Sehkmet. Cornering her prey one night, Sehkmet reveals herself as an immortal and
sinister vampire queen. Will Sekmet succeed in using Agymah to sire a new race of vampires, or will he escape her clutches to save his people-and mother-from certain
destruction?
Fact 752 – Karma was a vindictive wench, and Luck, no lady. Allie never believed in Karma, but after the week she’d had, she was prone to believe that if such an entity existed,
it had to be a woman. Only a woman could hold such an ugly, nasty grudge, and make Allie’s life so impossibly miserable. If spying for the enemy and a broken heart wasn’t
enough, someone had even stolen her favorite heels. Classy, right? Bad luck strikes again. Fact 689 – Southern girls were supposed to be graceful losers. Spying for Sloven
wasn't the plan, but every attempt she made to escape his clutches only entrenched her deeper into a war Allie never wanted to be part of. Good thing her mama taught her how
to fight dirty. Allie would play his game, and do the one thing he didn’t think possible. She’d win. Fact 521 – Never play a player, or in this case, a southern belle. It was just one
compromise... Once you take one sip of this series, you'll probably want to keep coming back for more! ~ Goodreads Reviewer Mixologists and Pirates Series 1 - Amber Vial 2 Emerald Bane 3 - Scarlet Venom 4 - Cyan Toxin 5 - Onyx Elixir 6 - Indigo Alloy (May 2019)
When a mysterious boy arrives at her bedside, a despairing young accident victim resents his intrusion. Twelve-year-old Cricket Dalton is convinced her life is over. What good is
living if you can’t move or feel anything below your neck? And, worse yet, you’ve been relegated indefinitely to a dreary nursing home. The mysterious Josh makes Cricket talk,
and he nearly force-feeds her pancakes to get her to eat. Then, one day, Josh introduces Cricket to his magic onyx stones. With one click of the stones, the two of them fly to a
city on an unknown planet. There, Cricket and Josh are forced to escape from a heartless crowd. As they flee, they encounter other people in hiding—people who survive on
nightly dumpster raids and a promise that one day a savior will come for them. Their plight reminds Cricket of Biblical End Times’ prophecies on Earth, but their future seems
more hopeless. Cricket’s heart breaks for the little children trapped in the sunless underground labyrinth, and she and Josh devise a way to bring them food. With every visit,
Cricket criticizes their God as having abandoned them. But, little by little, through the fugitives’ stories of past persecution and rescue, the underground people convince her that
hope does exist. They convince Cricket that the timeline of the prophecies indicates their rescue is near--to be preceded by a massive earthquake that will either bury or deliver
them. Back at the nursing home, other changes are taking place. A new black nurse becomes Cricket’s staunch defender and champion. A misguided nursing home director has
taken extreme measures to uncover why, some mornings, Cricket’s gown and bed socks indicate she has been walking. “Is your paralysis a sham, Missy?” the woman
challenges. How can Cricket explain about the onyx-stone adventures and how, while on them, she can, indeed, walk? Surely, no one would believe her. But the new nurse,
Marlene Grace, takes a chance. And Marlene Grace’s dedication and love promise to make Cricket’s quadriplegic life full and blessed. That promise is threatened, however,
when, on a startling trip back to the planet, Cricket and Josh join their underground friends in a panicked race to escape the collapse of the labyrinth. The earthquake has begun .
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A young couple frustrated with their mundane lives, Nina and Mario Clemente, are offered the opportunity of a lifetime-to work and live on Onyx, Earth's living moon. However,
Nina's belief that Onyx did not exist prior to a shooting that nearly killed her years prior becomes stronger as a series of strange events precede her and her husband's relocation
to the ancient habited satellite. She becomes further convinced of her memories once they arrive and begin to learn the secrets of Onyx's people, causing the mystery of what
truly happened when she was shot and of where the original world has gone to intensely haunt her.
The New York Times bestseller—part of the expanded universe based on the award-winning video game series Halo! The twenty-sixth century. Once considered clandestine, the
Spartan-II program has now gone public. Tales of armored super-soldiers fending off thousands of Covenant attacks have become the stuff of legend. While the Master Chief
defends a besieged Earth, and the myriad factions of the Covenant continue their crusade to eliminate humanity, an ultra-secret cell of the Office of Naval Intelligence known as
“Section Three” devises a plan to buy the UNSC vital time. It will need hundreds of willing soldiers, though—and one more Spartan—to get the job done. The planet Onyx is
virtually abandoned and the perfect place to set this new plan in motion. But when the Master Chief destroys Halo, something is triggered deep within Onyx: Ancient Forerunner
technology stirs, and fleets of UNSC and Covenant vessels race to claim it and change the course of the Human-Covenant War. But this reawakened and ancient force may have
plans of its own…
Shades of Onyx By Jaleesa D. Mack Shades of Onyx teaches us that we are not alone through life’s struggles and experiences. It motivates and helps us see that we can make it through the
dark seasons of confusion, depression, hopelessness, brokenness, and identity crisis. Nobody is perfect, and it’s not about what you were or did in the past but who you choose to be today
and knowing who you are. There is always room for change. Don’t be ashamed or afraid of your past failures, personal demons, or slipups, and mostly don’t be afraid to love and express it.
God pressed and shook me in my life situations. As I surrendered myself to God, He settled my soul and kept me moving up and forward. There is light at the end of every dark tunnel.
Everyone struggles through something, and everyone has secrets. Confessions are good for the soul but bad for the reputation, so let the darkness come to light.
New York Times–bestselling author Jacqueline Briskin delivers a richly romantic, epic novel about the founding of the automobile industry, spanning two continents and five turbulent decades
of American history In 1894, while penniless nineteen-year-old Tom Bridger works at a Michigan furniture company that fuels his ambitions, he falls in love with beautiful, sophisticated Antonia
Dalzell. But his real talent is inventing machines. He’s secretly working on an electrical replacement for the horseless carriage. So is his friend, engineer Henry Ford. With America still a bit
player on the burgeoning automotive stage, Tom dreams of creating a company to rival the dazzling car manufacturers of Europe. Through vision and hard work, he achieves his greatest
ambition. Onyx, his automobile company, is a world away from his humble beginnings and the shameful legacy he carries. Successful beyond his wildest dreams, Tom becomes America’s
first billionaire. But through it all, he is haunted by his passion for Antonia, the woman he could never marry —and he finds himself challenged by their son, who is determined to destroy Tom’s
empire. With vibrant, emotionally complex characters and authentic historical detail, The Onyx is an unforgettable novel about the cost of a lie, the lengths to which a man will go to honor a
promise . . . and the secrets he will carry to his grave.
Onyx Rose Onyx Rose bathes in imagery, passion, and beauty that changes lives. The metaphors and similes are unique and rare. Breathing rarefied air, this collection motivates you to think
while acting and weep while laughing. The philosophy and metaphysics are complicated yet simple, swaying reason and underscoring logic. This verse is humanity squared. It gazes into
God's stained glass eyeballs while searching for the human heartbeat and soul hymn. As the son of two Czech WWII heroes, Radomir Vojtech Luza understands patriotism, love of politics,
labor, and art. He lives to write poetry. There is nothing else he would rather be doing. He sings the body poetic. His passion for the written and spoken word has turned him into the prolific,
award-winning poet he is. The thirty-one books (twenty-seven collections of poetry) this poet laureate and Pushcart Prize nominee has written, prove that he is prepared and equipped
philosophically, intellectually, and metaphysically to pen a poetic tome of this depth, clarity, and resonance. Onyx Rose is substantive and wild. It touches on America today, crazy and curious.
The poetry is raw, naked, profound, and deeply specific, molesting myths and raping riverbeds of retreat. This collection opens doors that were previously closed shut, putting it back in the
high life again. Onyx Rose lets love lead the way, for better or worse, displaying an original and uncommon style aimed at verse true, tender and timeless. This is a lion looking for red meat, a
shark crushing thigh and bone, oh, so sweet. Radomir Vojtech Luza--April 25, 2020
Jazelle Williams is a beautiful young girl who finds her Prince Charming right out of high school. She has no idea that falling in love will change her life in the blink of an eye. Loyalty will be
tested, betrayal will show up, and everyone’s life will change forever. When you feel you’ve lost everything but your soul, how do you know if your connected to a person for a reason, a
season, or a lifetime? Only time will tell.
After years of labor work from the beginning of his working life from 1972 to 1999, and playing in his band, Johnny Higgins had a nervous breakdown that he at first didn't understand…Then
found that God had brought about some changes, blessing his 27 years of laboring, much as 27 years of wasted gifts in a talented life had been cursed so often for rock n rollers. The story of
Johnny Higgins-Gould or Gould-Higgins picks up where it left off here in the Onyx and Emerald—The amazing Little Skinny Story.
The Castle of Man, a huge towering castle that straddles an important mountain pass to the north of Tagaret, is besieged by ogres, goblins, yakis, and dark sorcerers. If it falls, the armies of
the Dark One will descend on Tagaret to end the Ancient Prophecy. Far to the south of Tagaret, Emperor Hanchi and his hundred-thousand man army is moving northward, destroying
everything in its path. Caught in the middle are King Arik and his Alceans. As King Arik struggles to find the Dragons' Onyx and restore it to the Sword of Heavens, his small band of heroes
must battle against these two huge armies to save Tagaret from destruction. Meanwhile, Master Khatama is gathering a mysterious group of master magicians that appears bent on
threatening the Ancient Prophecy. The stakes in the war of good versus evil have never been higher. The fate of the world rests in the hands of a small group of warriors known as the Knights
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of Alcea.
Kriminální policie Aalborg má nového velitele a nový p?ípad. U jezera Madum byl po v?tšinu ?asu klid. Tento klid ob?as narušovalo jen n?kolik teenager?, kte?í se zde prohán?li na motorkách.
Až do dne, kdy se na b?ehu jezera objevila mrtvola ženy. Odd?lení X pod vedením zkušeného kapitána Kjelssona vyráží na místo ?inu. Lidé v Astrup m?li tajemství, o tom nebylo pochyb. Kdo
cht?l ale zabít Kristin Varssonovou a jejího otce Magnuse Varssona? Mrtvoly p?ibývají stejn? jako nevyjasn?né záhady ...

In this new series, based on real-life animal tales, discover that not all heroes wear capes - some have four legs, a wet nose, and a brave heart. Big or small, fall in love with
animal friends who have lived truly wild lives. Read about Onyx, the wolf pup, who was the runt of the litter. Although he was bullied by his siblings for being the smallest and
scruffiest, Onyx knew that he could lead a pack better than anyone. As he grew up, he learned to resolve conflict, becoming a step-dad to another family of wolves who had lost
their alpha. But it all changed when the toughest pup of the family partnered with a rival pack... This heartwarming story has a fact section at the back, so you can learn more
about koalas and how you can help them. Moving illustrations from Anneli Bray will make you want to hug the page. Also debuting for the series is Koala, based on the bravery of
koalas in the Australian bushfires. And there's even more heartwarming stories to come! Sterling the Moose and Talala the Leopard.
Tom Winston, a newly accredited Private Investigator, finds himself drawn into a series of murders in Washington and Winston Salem. He links with a Federal Government
agency, trying to track down a ruthless killer, who is planning a daring crime.
~ Book Two of the Family Relics Series ~ Jasmyn blames herself for her baby sister's death, and she's confident her family blames her too. Instead of returning home, Jasmyn
joins her coven to focus on developing her grandmother's magic. Her parents' grief is too much to bear, as is a home without Katarina. Logan understands Jasmyn's pain and
respects her desire to live apart, but when he finds a way to undo Katarina’s death, he goes in search of his estranged sister. But his mission is interrupted -- an enemy clan of
sorcerers claims Logan as one of their own, and a mysterious bond of an ancient brotherhood takes hold of him. When an ancient rivalry reawakens between Logan's clan and
Jasmyn’s coven, the violence it unearths threatens all they hold dear. And when opposing magical forces pull at the strands holding them together, even the tightest family bonds
can break.
After years of promiscuity, Sarai â€œBabyâ€ Gibbons is forced to face a hybrid of family secrets. She learns more about herself in just a few months of therapy than she had in
her entire lifespan. With a new set of eyes, Baby is confused and realizes that only God can help her set a new path towards peace of mind and a sense of purpose. Months
before her thirtieth birthday, a psychologist asked Baby to recap her accomplishments. First, Baby feels depressed and helpless as she realizes that much of her life was filled
with bad choices and behaviour but eventually she learns how to live with a dark past and mind-altering confusion that has left her questioning who, why, how, what, when and
where? The answers to those questions just never seemed to matter until that day. Is Baby ready to hear the truth? Are you?
OnyxEntangled: Teen
My vampire boyfriend thinks he killed me by accident in a fit of pure hunger brought on by severe blood loss, and I have no possible way of reaching him to assure him I’m
actually very much alive, because I’m being held captive by someone sinister or should I say something. Devon Michaels holds me captive in a one-room house in what seems
to be the middle of nowhere. I have no idea how long I’ve been here. I’ve been unconscious for most of it. He says it’s been months. Months. That means Kade thinks I’ve
been dead for months. What does Devon want from me? Why did he save my life only to keep me cooped up here? Will I ever escape? Will I ever see Kade again?
This fantasy adventure book is about a soon to be hero, Onyx Steelbender, who befriends an elf and together they set out on adventures that will ultimately lead to the castle of
the evil Lord Haunterven Omenthane, a half wraith bent on the destruction of all mankind.
"When a woman is in tune with her feminine energy, sex to her is an act of trust. She’s giving herself to a man because she sees a future with him. She’s giving him pieces of her that should
be reserved for her husband. The only man really guaranteed to give her all that she wants and needs. And I just ain’t the type of nigga to take things that don’t belong to me.” – Hunter
Hendrix Onyx Stanford left her family and the church to live life for herself. That life led to sugar daddies, stripping, and a reputation in the church as a prostitute. After years of sneaking into
the church to feel closer to her family and God, she runs into Hunter Hendrix – a man of God who has a twisted street past of his own. What happens when Hunter sets his eyes on Onyx to
claim? Find out by reading their love story!
The Black Onyx Ring is a story of triumph over adversity. It is the story of Gus Schmidt, a quiet little man from rural Springville, Pennsylvania who struggles with death, depression, divorce,
addiction and financial ruin. Determined to turn his life around and armed with the inspiration to write a book given to him in a dream, Gus sets out to face the losses of his past and bring
healing to his heart. The Black Onyx Ring is a book that will leave the reader questioning where reality ends, and dreams, inspirations, and miracles begin. It is a book within a book, and the
strategies revealed within not only bring renewed faith to Gus, but will to the reader as well.
In Book Eleven, Mom takes the family to her old neighborhood mall. What was once the place to be is now an empty wasteland. While they explore the abandoned mall, Shiloh stumbles into
the arms of a mannequin that won't let go. Will he ever get rid of his new "friend"? Onyx Kids Adventures is a funny and thrilling illustrated kid book series from the original series Onyx Kids
and Onyx Family on Onyx Flix and YouTube. Onyx Kids chronicles the adventures of brother and sister, Shiloh and Shasha, and their entire Onyx Family. The Onyx Kids encounter spooky
creatures, crazy teachers, and weird friends who somehow all end up at the Onyx House where all the comedy and drama ensue. Shasha Onyx is an innovative young author and one of the
original stars of the Onyx Family. She loves entertaining children with fun creative stories that entertain and inspire children of all ages. Rita Onyx is the author of Onyx Kids School Days and
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other series in the Onyx world.
"A high fantasy ride that will have readers on the edge of their seats cheering for the underdogs! Don't miss this Fae fantasy read, this one will have your heart racing, and left screaming for
more." Amelia Hutchins, #1 International bestselling author of the Fae Chronicles and Nine Realms"If you love Sarah J Maas, or fae fantasy worlds in general, you NEED to read this book!"
SincerelyABibliophileEVERYTHING I knew died when the end of the world came. People dropped dead, and electricity vanished. Those who remained alive were never the same again.While
on the run with my boyfriend Tor across the desolate continent, the worst humanity had left attacked. Torn from the one I love, I boldly raced for help at the last human safe zone.Only it's not
humans I found, but the Fae.Now I have one month to rescue my boyfriend and release a savior princess from an onyx tomb or lose them both forever. A seemingly impossible task when
Rune, a cursed, pain in the ass Fae warrior is assigned to train me. He's hellbent on freeing his beloved princess and I'm desperate to save Tor. But no matter how hard we snarl during
training; we can't stay away from each other.I thought the worst thing that could happen to me was the apocalypse.I was wrong.
While vacationing in Rome with her wizard boyfriend Cole, Onyx Knight meets someone like her—a cat shifter who refused a forced mating. Kipp says she's not alone. Werecats all over are
coming out of the shadows of tradition and striking out on their own. With the belief that joining forces can benefit everyone, Kipp encourages Onyx and Cole to join their group. At first Onyx is
thrilled to be among fellow shifters, but the tension in the group is overwhelming. Are they really all on the same side? The more Onyx learns about the werecats, the more danger she places
herself in. When one of their group goes missing, it will take more than magic to get her back. ONYX SHADOWS is the second book in the Catnip and Cauldrons series by USA Today
bestselling author Autumn Jones Lake. Topics: shifters, shifter romance, cat shifters, opposites attract, travel romance, taboo relationships
In this journey of self-discovery, five young women from very different backgrounds vie for membership in Gamma Beta Alpha sorority. As the five strive to get closer to the women in the
organization, they are forced to become closer to each other or not make it through.Sabina, Akia, Tammy, Luci and Chilli struggle to get to know each other and put their differences aside for
their mutual greater goal. The journey is one of self-discovery and they must face it together.The process isn't just one of achievement and personal development. External forces and personal
secrets threaten to tear the group apart. Their journey together is a life changing experience for them all, as they become closer to each other than anyone would have ever expected.
“At once fresh, at once classic, Onyx and Ivory is a page-turning blend of monsters, magic, and romance.” —Susan Dennard, New York Times bestselling author of Truthwitch Acclaimed
author Mindee Arnett thrusts readers into a beautiful, dangerous, and magical world in this stunningly epic and romantic fantasy for fans of Leigh Bardugo and Sarah Raasch. They call her
Traitor Kate. It’s a title Kate Brighton inherited from her father after he tried to assassinate the high king of Rime. Cast out of the nobility, Kate now works for the royal courier service. Only the
most skilled ride for the Relay and only the fastest survive, for when night falls, the drakes—deadly flightless dragons—come out to hunt. Fortunately, Kate has a secret edge: She is a wilder,
born with forbidden magic that allows her to influence the minds of animals. And it’s this magic that leads her to a caravan massacred by drakes in broad daylight—the only survivor Corwin
Tormaine, the son of the king. Her first love, the boy she swore to forget after he condemned her father to death. With their paths once more entangled, Kate and Corwin must put the past
behind them to face this new threat and an even darker menace stirring in the kingdom.
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